cised from many points of view, and often not with that impartial judicial clarity which it is necessary to bring to the discussion of matters on his lesson first-hand in the dissecting room. Nor can it be argued that such verification is unnecessary, since the knowledge gained in studying the preliminary subjects should be ever present with the student. The true value of the preliminary sciences becomes manifest gradually. The application of this or that fact as occasion arises, through clinical work or otherwise, proves it fully to the student, and it is only after such demonstration of the practical utility of the initiatory sciences that he learns to estimate at its full worth the time he has spent in the laboratory or the museum. Properly to rank these preliminary sciences would mean a total reform in our medical curriculum as it is constituted at present. The demand for less drudgery may be met by more practical work and by a carefully thought-out scheme whereby the first year's student is enabled to see for himself the application of the facts he is actually studying. The desire for more systematic work at preliminary subjects by extending the whole period of study is less easy to satisfy, for the object of the curriculum is not the production of a finished scientist so much as the creation of a skilled class of professional
